Did you know…
Your carkit is actively helping you?
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Your Airbus Defence and Space TETRA Terminal’s Active Carkit is a safe and convenient place to hold your handheld in your vehicle. But did you know that the carkit is also actively assisting you in many ways – even automatically?

Simply place your radio in the carkit holder and what happens? The carkit can turn the radio on or off automatically when powering on the vehicle.

The carkit connects to the vehicle’s external TETRA and GPS antenna to ensure network and satellite connection. This connectivity to an external GPS antenna is only available in the TETRA carkits from Airbus Defence and Space.

Any previously selected profile is automatically changed to ‘Carkit’ to adapt to the vehicle environment and meet the needs of your radio usage. Furthermore, it can trigger position information, sending a message to keep your organisation aware of your location in a vehicle.

You also get an interface for external audio, enabling you to use a hands-free kit, a separate handset, a speaker microphone or even integration with the vehicle’s own audio system.

When data is needed, the radio acts as a TETRA modem to connect data devices. The car kit can also be used via a remote PC/tablet or even through the vehicle’s own user interface. With strong TETRA and GPS signals, you can use map applications on a PC.

And don’t forget that the number keys can be programmed to select a talk group. This is very convenient, particularly when the THR880i radio is in the holder with the group selector key on the back being unreachable.

Now you know that the carkit is smarter and more useful than you expected. In many cases the carkit is a better option than a traditional mobile radio. The carkit is available for the TH1n, THR9i- and THR880i-series of handportable radios.